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 Speed of Light  
measurement of c using a high-speed pulsed laser 

 

 

 

Overview 

A pulse of light from a laser travels to a mirror and returns.  You can determine the speed of light 

from how the time of the return pulse depends upon the distance traveled.  You will use different 

distances 
0 1

( , , ...)L L  and obtain return times 0 1
( , , ...)t t , where 0

L  and 0
t  are the reference points.  

From these you can calculate speed values, 

   /
i i i

v X T ,        (1a) 

   where  
0

2( )
i i

X L L       (1b) 

   and  
0

( )
i i

T t t  .    (1c) 
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Procedure 

Part I: Electrical pulses to power the laser 

Get your notebook ready for the lab:  write a title, date, partner name(s), etc.   

(1) Adjust the signal generator to match a 50Ω load (instead of  "High Z"): Utility→CH1→High Z→  

change "High Z" to "50Ω"→Utility .  Set up the signal generator to output pulses of 1µs period 

and 20ns wide, with Hi level 2V and Low level 0V.   

Use the oscilloscope, with a 50Ω termination, to view the signal on CH1 and set it so it triggers 

stably.  

What pulse height do you actually obtain with these settings? 

 

(2) Now you are ready to supply power to the laser.  Be sure there is an index card block in front 

of the laser.  Remove the 50Ω terminator and add a new cable to send the voltage pulse signal 

to the laser.  Note: the laser module has a built-in 50Ω termination.  

Also connect the PhotoDetector as shown (Fig. 2b).      

What actual pulse height is obtained now? 

 

(3) Have the instructor show you how to use the Signal Generator adjustment knob.  Use this to 

slowly and gradually increase the Hi level of the voltage pulse, just until you can see a red spot 

of light on the index card.  Have the instructor check your light beam. 

 

WARNING:  Avoid viewing the direct or reflected laser beam.  Also be careful of 
others working in the same room. 
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Part II: Pulses of Light  
(1) Check that no one is in the path of the laser beam, and loudly warn those nearby that you are 

going to send the laser beam across the room. 

(2) Use the beam block card to follow the path of the beam all the way to the far wall.  We want 

to have the beam roughly parallel to the side wall and also perfectly horizontal.  Achieve this 

using the rotation and tilt adjustments on the laser mount.   

Use a tape measure to check that the beam height is same at both ends of the room. 

(3) Place the portable mirror at least a meter away, as shown in Fig. 3.  Check that the laser hits 

the mirror at center; if not, adjust the mirror height.   

Stick a length of colored tape onto the table, and set the mirror base pushed up against the 

tape, so it serves as a position reference.  

(4) Turn on the photodetector (PD).  Adjust the mirror so that the reflected laser beam goes into 

the detector lens (see Fig. 3), and optimize so that you get as large as possible a signal from the 

detector. 

 

(5) Have the instructor check your signals and, if necessary, adjust to optimize the system.   

Once it is optimized, sketch the shape of both the laser drive pulse (CH1) and the PD signal 

pulse (CH2).   

Note the actual pulse amplitudes and widths (FWHM). 

(6) You can see that the distance L  is not exactly the same as the return path traveled by light, 

since it goes along the hypotenuse of a triangle.  However, our simple physics model (Eq. 1) 

assumes the return distance equals L .  Use your values for L  and the laser-to- photodiode 

separation distance to calculate the length of the hypotenuse.  Put this in your lab notebook, 

and make a sketch to accompany your calculation.   

What is the difference between the hypotenuse and L ?  Express this both in cm and in %.   

 

---------------------   CLASS DISCUSSION    ----------------- 
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Part III:  Data Taking 

(1) Set Cursor 1 on the peak of the voltage pulse to laser, and Cursor 2 on the peak of the 

photodetector pulse. [10ns/div  is a good scale.]   Record the time between the peaks as 0t . 

(2) Move the cursors away from the pulse peaks.  Remove the portable mirror.   Have your partner 

replace the mirror, adjust as needed, reposition the cursors onto the peaks and record the 

time.   The two 0t  measurements should be very similar, if not identical.   

Estimate the uncertainty in the measurements and state why you chose that value.   

(3) Measure the distance L  , as measured from the edge of the optics baseplate, to the edge of 

the tape (the edge that serves as reference for the mirror base).  See Fig. 1.  Record the 

distance as 0
L , and make an estimate of the uncertainty.  DO NOT REMOVE THE TAPE. 

(4) Move the portable mirror farther away, but on the same table, as far as it can go. Use a new 

piece of tape to mark the new mirror position 1. Adjust the mirror to get the largest signal.  

Measure the time of the pulse, 1
t  and mirror position, 1

L .  Include uncertainty estimates. 

Calculate the speed, using Eq. 1 and your data.  Do you get a reasonable value? 
Check this with the instructor.  

Be very careful of the laser beams from other groups! 

(5) Repeat the previous step for at least 4 other distances, moving the mirror to other tables in the 

room, as indicated by the instructor.  Use new pieces of tape to mark new positions 2, 3, etc..  

Record the distances, times, and uncertainties for each case.  [If you change time scales, note 

this, and adjust your uncertainty estimate, if needed. ]  

(6) Finally, move the mirror back to the original location and repeat and record your 

measurements of 
0

t  and 0
L .  They should be nearly the same as before, within your estimate 

of uncertainty. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Quick check of your data set 

Enter your distances 
0 1

( , , ...)L L  and times 0 1
( , , ...)t t  into Excel.  Make an simple XY scatter plot 

and make sure the points form a very straight line (time should change proportionally to distance).  

Check this with the instructor. 

If any points are not consistent with the others, you should probably re-measure them.  
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Part IV: Analysis 

You will use the different distances and times to determine the speed of light propagation, with 0
L  

and 0
t  as the reference points, as laid out in Eqs. 1a-1c.   

 Be sure you have all your length and time measurements, as well as an estimate of the 

uncertainty for each of these 
0 1

( , , ...)
L L

  and 
0 1

( , , ...)t t  . [Note: the uncertainties might 

be all the same size, or they could vary.] 

 Enter the above data into an Excel spreadsheet, in columns, and label the columns. 

 Discuss with your partner, and decide on, a method to calculate the uncertainties X
  and 

T
  in the distance traveled by light ( X ) and in the time (T ).  Don’t forget the inherent 

'scope time uncertainty from the manufacturer specifications.  Have the instructor check 
this, and record your method and formulas in your notebook.  

 Use Excel to calculate the values for X  and T  (all referenced to 0
L  and 0

t ), along with their 

uncertainties.    

 Finally, decide on a method to calculate the uncertainty in the speed /v X T  and write 
down the formulas you will use. 

 Carry out these calculations in Excel. You should have several values of speed, each with an 
uncertainty.  

 Show your results to the instructor. 

 Print out your table of results and tape into your notebook. 
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